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ABSTRACT

Flow-field measurements on the leading-edge extension (LEX) of the F-18 High Alpha Research

Vehicle (HARV) were obtained using a rotating rake with 16 hemispherical-tipped five-hole probes.

Detailed pressure, velocity, and flow direction data were obtained through the LEX vortex core. Data

were gathered during 1-9 quasi-stabilized flight conditions at angles of attack (c_) from 10 ° to 52 °

and at Reynolds numbers based on mean aerodynamic chord up to 16 × 106 Normalized dynamic

pressures and crossflow velocities clearly showed the primary vortex above the LEX and formation

of a secondary vortex at higher angles of attack. The vortex was characterized by a ring of high

dynamic pressure surrounding a region of low dynamic pressure at the vortex core center. The vortex

core, subcore diameter, and vertical location of the core above the LEX increased with angle of attack.

Minimum values for static pressure were obtained in the vortex subcore and decreased nearly linearly

with increasing angle of attack until vortex breakdown. Rake-measured static pressures were consistent

with previously documented surface pressures and showed good agreement with flow visualization flight

test results. Comparison of the LEX vortex flight test data to computational solutions at c_ _ 19 ° and
30 ° showed fair correlation.

NOMENCLATURE

c,
c'p 
ES.

9
HARV

LEX

LSR

M

m.a.c.

Pi

Ps

Pt

Pc_

Pt_o

q

qc_

R1

R2

R3
Re

St

S2
S3
8

static pressure coefficient, (Ps -poc)/qoo

total pressure coefficient, (Pt -poo)/qoo

fuselage station, in.

load factor normal to longitudinal axis of aircraft

High Alpha Research Vehicle

leading-edge extension

LEX survey rake

free-stream Mach number

mean aerodynamic chord, 11.525 ft for F-18 aircraft

pressure at probe port i, lb/ft 2

probe corrected static pressure, lb/ft 2

probe corrected total pressure, lb/ft 2

free-stream static pressure, lb/ft 2

free-stream total pressure, lb/ft 2

probe corrected dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2

free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2

primary reattachment line location

secondary reattachment line location

tertiary reattachment line location

Reynolds number based on m.a.c.

primary separation line location

secondary separation line location

tertiary separation line location

local span distance from LEX-fuselage junction to LEX leading edge at F.S. 253,
14.84 in.



Uoo

y

Z

Ot

Apa

Apz

free-stream velocity, ft/sec

axial, lateral, and vertical local velocity components as measured by each probe,

respectively, ft/sec

distance along LEX local semispan starting inboard at the LEX-fuselage junction, in.

distance above LEX surface at y/s = 0.87, in.

aircraft angle of attack, from right wingtip angle-of-attack vane corrected for upwash,

deg

aircraft angle of sideslip, average of left- and right-wingtip sideslip vanes corrected for

angle of attack, deg

difference in pressure between probe pitch ports, P6 - P5, lb/ft2

difference in pressure between probe yaw ports, P3 - P4, lb/ft2

yaw angle measured by the probe, deg

INTRODUCTION

To obtain high levels of aircraft performance and control at high angles of attack, many modem

fighter designs include strakes or sharp, highly swept leading-edge extensions, which tend to promote

vortical flows. These vortical flows can have a strong impact on aircraft performance from factors

such as maximum lift, aircraft stability and control, and buffet. Therefore, it has become increasingly

important to understand these vortical flows and to develop and validate reliable prediction methods with

flight data. Vortex studies have been performed using subscale models in ground tests to obtain vortex

flow-field measurements, usually at very low Reynolds numbers (refs. 1-8). However, only limited

in-flight vortex flow-field measurements have been obtained on full-scale vehicles at flight Reynolds
numbers.

The NASA High Alpha Technology Program was established to: increase the understanding of

vortical flows, improve prediction techniques, provide design guidelines, and investigate new concepts

for vortex control on advanced, highly maneuverable aircraft at high angles of attack (c0. This program

utilizes the F-18 configuration for validation and in-flight research. The program consists of wind-tunnel

testing using subscale models (refs. 9, 10) and full-scale models and components, the development and

refinement of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solutions (refs. 11-15) and piloted simulations, and

full-scale flight testing (refs. 16-25).

Part of this program includes research on the flow field about the F-18 High Alpha Research

Vehicle (HARV). At high angles of attack, the F-18 flow field is dominated by vortical flows from

the leading-edge extensions (LEXs) and forebody. Detailed pressure, velocity, and flow direction data

were obtained at one station on the LEX to gain quantitative data in the F-18 LEX vortex flow field.

These data complement the qualitative in-flight flow visualization data (refs. 16-21) and will be used

to correlate with the surface pressure data (ref. 22) previously obtained.

This paper presents flow-field measurements of the LEX vortex obtained in flight using a rotating

rake with 16 hemispherical-tipped five-hole probes. Data were gathered at 1-g flight conditions at quasi-

stabilized angles of attack from 10° to 52 ° and at Reynolds numbers based on mean aerodynamic chord

2



(m.a.c.)up to 16 × 106 Correlationswith surfacepressures,flow visualization,andcomputationalfluid
dynamicsresultsarepresentedat c_ _ 19 ° and 30 °.
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EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

Vehicle Description

The NASA F-18 HARV (ref. 23, fig. 1), is a single-place preproduction F-18 aircraft built by the

McDonnell Douglas (St. Louis, Missouri) and Northrop (Newbury Park, California) Corporations. It is

powered by two General Electric (Lynn, Massachusetts) F404-GE-400 afterburning turbofan engines.

The aircraft features a mid-wing with leading- and trailing-edge flaps that operate on a schedule that is

a function of angle of attack and Mach number (M). For M < 0.76 and ot _> 26 °, the leading-edge

flap is down 33 ° (maximum), and the trailing-edge flap is at zero. The LEXs are mounted on each side

of the fuselage from the wing roots to just forward of the windscreen. The aircraft has twin vertical

stabilizers canted out 20 ° from the vertical and differential all-moving horizontal stabilators. The NASA

F-18 HARV, with the current flight control computers and control laws, is flown by NASA pilots in the

fighter escort configuration without stores. The aircraft carries no missiles and the wingtip Sidewinder

launch racks have been replaced with special camera pods and wingtip airdata booms. The flight test

noseboom was removed from the aircraft and a NASA flush airdata system was installed (ref. 24). The

aircraft has an unrestricted angle-of-attack flight envelope in this configuration with the center of gravity
between 17 and 25 percent of the m.a.c, of 11.525 ft.

LEX Survey Rake Description and Calibration

The LEX survey rake (LSR) consisted of 16 0.125-in. outside diameter, hemispherical-tipped, five-

hole probes mounted at 1-in. intervals into a thin 20 ° leading-edge angle blade as shown in figure 2. In

addition to the five pressure ports at the tip to measure total pressure and flow angularity, a manifolded

ring of four static pressure ports was located 1.00 in. aft of the tip. When mounted into the blade,
the static pressure ports were 7.2 blade thicknesses forward of the blade maximum thickness. For a

similar single probe in ideal free-stream conditions with a transverse strut presented in reference 26,

data indicate that errors of Ap/q < 0.01 can be expected at Mach numbers < 0.5. An electric motor

rotated the LSR about a longitudinal axis on the LEX. The LSR rotated from a position adjacent to

the canopy to a position near the upper surface of the LEX (approximately 144 °) and then back in

approximately 22 sec. The rake rotation angle was measured by a potentiometer mounted on the shaft.

As shown in figure 3, a fairing covered the motor, potentiometer, and supporting structure. The rake



wasmountedon theright LEX with the probetips locatedat aircraft fuselagestation(ES.) 253. This
locationcoincideswith a row of surfacepressureorificeson theLEX. Thesedata(ref. 22)will beused
for correlation.

Calibrationdata for the LSR probeswere obtainedat NASA Langley ResearchCenter's 14-by
22-FootSubsonicTunnel, which is a closed-circuit,single-return,atmosphericwind tunnel (ref. 27).
Calibrationswereobtainedat a tunnel free-streamdynamicpressureof 90 lb/ft2 with calibrationchecks
madeat 70 and 110 lb/ft2 Reynoldsnumbereffectson the probeswere expectedto be insignificant
sincetheReynoldsnumberbasedon probediameter,< 14,500,wasmuchlessthanthecritical Reynolds
numberfor a sphere.

Theprobeswerecalibratedfor flow angularity,totalpressure,staticpressure,anddynamicpressure
in thepitchandyaw axes out to +50 °. Typical calibrations for a probe are shown in figure 4. Figure 4(a)

shows the sensitivity of the two diametrically opposed orifice pairs in the pitch and yaw axes. Smooth

curves were drawn through the data points for each probe orifice pair and used as the calibration curve

for the appropriate axes.

Using a similar procedure, calibrations were obtained for total pressure (fig. 4(b)) and static pres-

sure (fig. 4(c)). These calibrations were used to correct the measured values to free-stream conditions

for flow angles out to 45 °. Flow angles exceeded 45 ° in some areas of the flow field such as the

shear layer from the leading edge of the LEX and the vortex subcore. The vortex subcore was de-

fined as the region inside the core where q/qoo < 1. In these cases, extrapolations of the calibra-

tions were necessary; calibration data from reference 1 were used as a guide to approximate these

calibrations.

Instrumentation and Data Reduction Technique

Airdata measurements from the F-18 HARV were obtained using wingtip airdata booms specially

designed for high-angle-of-attack flight test. Both wingtip booms were calibrated at angles of attack

up to 50 ° (ref. 25). Real-time free-stream conditions from the airdata system were used to provide

reference flight conditions during each test point.

Three 32-channel electronically scanning differential pressure transducers with a range of

-t-720 lb/ft 2 were mounted in the LEX just aft of the rake to measure the 96 pressures from the

rake. These transducers were plumbed to a 50-in 3 reference tank monitored by an absolute pressure

transducer located in the aircraft nose. Line lengths from the probe tip to the transducer were kept to

a minimum. The longest lengths were approximately 28 in. of 0.025-in. inside diameter tubing and

approximately 17 in. of 0.062-in. inside diameter tubing.

Table 1 shows estimated uncertainties in the data for a typical probe for flow angles of 20 ° and

40 °. From the data uncertainties at flow angles of 40 °, the estimated uncertainties for total pressure

coefficient (Cpt) and static pressure coefficient (C'p), were -1-0.06 and 4-0.05, respectively. The estimated

uncertainty for q/qoo was 4-0.04. Errors in the calculation of the axial, lateral, and vertical local velocity

components (u, v, and w) normalized to free-stream velocity (Uoo) were 4-0.03. However, in the areas

where flow angles exceed 4-45 °, the estimated uncertainty of the data is expected to increase.



Thedatafrom the 16LSRprobesandthecorrespondingreferenceflight conditionswereprocessed
approximatelyevery2° duringa rake traverseasshownby the grid of figure 5. Data, flow angles,and
coordinateswere then transformedinto theaircraft coordinatesystem.The matrix of theseparameters
was transferredto a graphicsworkstationandmergedwith a surfacegrid of the aircraft at ES. 253.

FLIGHT TEST CONDITIONS

The LSR data were obtained primarily at quasi-stabilized 1-9 flight conditions with angle of sideslip

(/3) _ 0 °. In-flight zeros for the LSR pressure transducers were taken before each test point and applied

to the postflight data processing. Each maneuver required quasi-stabilized flight conditions. The priority

was to maintain steady angle of attack and angle of sideslip and obtain the 22 sec of flight data (11

sec/survey) required to complete a pair of surveys. Surveys of the flow field were obtained in pairs.

This was done to obtain multiple data sets and to identify any possible hysteresis effects resulting from

the outboard and inboard rotation of the LSR during a particular maneuver. Table 2 shows a summary

of the flight test maneuvers and conditions for data included in this report.

Figure 6 shows time histories of the flight conditions during typical maneuvers. At c_ _ 19 °

(fig. 6(a)), angle of attack and angle of sideslip are maintained within ± 1.0 ° with slight variations in

free-stream dynamic pressure (qoc), and a very slight increase in free-stream static pressure (/9oo). This

indicates an altitude loss of 120 ft during the test point. At c_ _ 30 ° (fig. 6(b)), angle of attack and

angle of sideslip are maintained within +1.5 ° with q_ and p_ rising slightly and an altitude loss of

700 ft during the test point. These test points were typical with perturbations in angle of attack and

angle of sideslip, and altitude loss increasing as angle of attack increased.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Description of F-18 Leading-Edge Extension Flow Field

At high angles of attack, the F- 18 flow field is dominated by vortices that separate from the forebody

surface and at the sharp leading edges of each LEX. The LEX vortex cores are wound tightly and extend

downstream until vortex core breakdown occurs. At c_ _ 20 ° (fig. 7(a)), breakdown occurs near the

leading edge of the vertical tails. As the angle of attack increases to 30 ° (fig. 7(b)), the vortex core

breakdown moves forward to ahead of the wing leading edge. As the angle of attack increases further,

vortex core breakdown continues to move forward. At 42.5 ° (fig. 7(c)), the vortex core breakdown

is shown occurring near the LEX apex. The LEX vortex core breakdown occurs at the LSR location,

F.S. 253, at _ _ 38 ° and/3 _ 0 °. Further details on the LEX vortex core and breakdown location can

be found in reference 20.

Figure 8 shows the effect of the LEX vortex on the surface flow on the LEX. An emitted fluid

technique (ref. 16) was used to visualize surface flow streamlines (fig. 8(a)). Where the flow streamlines

merge, lines of separation are defined and, conversely, where the streamlines diverge, lines of reattach-

ment are defined. Figure 8(b) is a schematic of the cross-sectional view of crossflow about the LEX at

high angles of attack. Flow separates in a shear layer from the leading edge of the LEX at the primary

separation line location (S1) and forms the primary vortex above the upper surface of the LEX due to the



low-pressureregion. Theprimary vortex inducesa muchsmallerandweakercounterrotatingsecondary
vortex that separatesat the secondaryseparationline location (5'2) (ref. 22), which correspondsto the
endof pressurerecoveryof anadversepressuregradient.The secondaryvortex inducesanevensmaller
andweakertertiary vortexthat separatesat thetertiary separationline location(5'3). Typical secondary
andtertiaryreattachmentlocations,R 2 and R3 respectively, are shown in figure 8(b).

Leading-Edge Extension Vortex Flow-Field Measurements

Flow-Field Measurements, o_ _ 19 ° and 30 °

The obtrusive effect of the LSR on the LEX vortex flow field and vortex breakdown was considered

in the flight test and analysis of the vortex flow-field measurements. With the LSR installed no qualitative

results were available, such as flow visualization of the LEX vortex with an operational LSR. However,

the pilots observed no effect on the aircraft handling qualities. It is believed that the LSR effect is

minor because of the small-sized probes and the thin blade of the rake, relative to the size and strength

of the LEX vortex.

Flow-field measurements of the LEX vortex at F.S. 253 and at o_ _ 19° and 30 ° are presented in

figures 9 and 10. Each of these figures include contour plots of the LEX vortex flow field showing

Cp, Cpt, q/q_, u/U_, and a vector plot showing the resultant of the v/Uoo and w/U_ crossflow

velocities. For increased precision, the measured values of the data from the vortex core were extracted

from the actual data rather than from the contour plots.

In figures 9(a) and (b), the low-pressure region of the vortex core can be observed in the static

and total pressure coefficients at _ _ 19 °. The minimum pressure coefficient measured for both Cp and

Cpt was approximately -2.7. Normalized dynamic pressure was computed and figure 9(c) shows a

ring of high dynamic pressure flow about a subcore of low dynamic pressure. Figure 9(d) shows a low

axial velocity in the subcore and also a region of high axial velocity inboard of the subcore. Crossflow

velocity vectors for a _ 19 ° are presented in figure 9(e). This figure clearly shows the shear layer

and rotation of the vortical flow about the core. The longer arrow lengths indicate the regions of high

crossflow velocities.

Similar results for c_ _ 30 ° are presented in figure 10. In figures 10(a) and (b) the minimum

values were Cp ,._ -4.2 and Cpt _ -3.2. As observed in figure 10(c), the vortex core and subcore

have increased in size as compared to the same results at _ _ 19°. The ring of high dynamic pressure

flow about a subcore of low dynamic pressure is observed again. As seen in figure 10(d), the region of

high axial velocity inboard of the subcore has become more pronounced compared to the c_ _ 19 ° data

shown in figure 9(d). This unexpected region of high axial velocity could be the result of interactions

caused by the proximity of the aircraft fuselage and canopy compared to the relatively small span of

the LEX at ES. 253. Indications of the secondary vortex formation are shown in the crossflow velocity

vectors (fig. 10(e)). Identification of the secondary vortex from LSR data was limited at this angle

of attack. This was because of the proximity of the secondary vortex to the LEX surface, which was

beyond the survey limits of the LSR.
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Effect of Angle of Attack

Figure 11 presents the effect of angle of attack on the LEX vortex at ES. 253 for c_ = 19 ° to 48 °.

Normalized dynamic pressure contour plots and velocity vector plots at oz _ 19 °, 26 °, 300, 360, and 48 °

were selected to show the formation and progression of the LEX vortex flow through the range of high
angles of attack achieved.

The normalized dynamic pressure contour plots and velocity vector plots show the primary vortex

core and the shear layer separation from the LEX leading edge through the angle-of-attack range

presented. Crossfiow velocity vectors are consistent with the dynamic pressure contours and show

the direction of rotation of the shear layer and the primary vortex core. Indications of the formation of

a secondary vortex begin to occur at a _ 26 ° (fig. 11(d)), with formation of the secondary vortex most

visible at a _ 36 ° (fig. 1 l(h)). The region of high axial velocity inboard of the subcore increases in

both size and magnitude with increased angle of attack.

By a _ 48 °, the breakdown of the LEX vortex has moved to the LEX apex forward of ES.

253. As shown in figures ll(i) and (j), the flow field has become more irregular and dispersed with no

discernible primary vortex core as expected. The crossflow velocity vectors are surprisingly uniform

and indicate that a relatively organized rotational flow field continues to exist despite core breakdown.

In figure 11, the contour and vector plots show that the LEX primary vortex core can be ac-

curately identified, tracked, and quantified as a function of angle of attack. The coordinates of the

vortex core center were identified and located using crossflow velocity vector plots. Core center

locations were validated with the data from the contour plots at each appropriate angle of attack.

The effect of angle of attack on the LEX vortex core location, pressures, and diameter for a

10 ° to 36 ° are shown in figures 12-14. As shown in figure 12, the vertical location of the vor-

tex core above the LEX surface increased with angle of attack, with only limited movement later-

ally. In figure 13, the minimum values for static pressure coefficient obtained in the vortex sub-

core are shown decreasing nearly linearly with increased angle of attack until vortex core break-

down. Beyond vortex core breakdown, the minimum values for static pressure coefficient in the

region of vortical flow appear to rise. More data are needed to confirm this trend after vortex core
breakdown.

In figure 14, the vortex core diameter, vortex subcore diameter, and the vertical location of the

vortex core center were nondimensionalized with respect to the LEX span at ES. 253 and plotted as a

function of angle of attack. The core diameter was defined by the ring of maximum dynamic pressure

about the subcore. The subcore diameter was defined as the boundary of the region inside the core

where q/q_ < 1. The bars on the diameter measurements indicate the uncertainty of the measurement

and the elliptical shape of the core and subcore. In addition to the increase in vertical location of

the vortex core above the LEX surface, increases in the core and subcore diameters are observed with

increased angle of attack up to vortex core breakdown.



Comparison of Leading-Edge Extension Vortex Flow-Field Measurements

Comparison with Flight Surface Pressure and Flow Visualization Results, o_ _ 19 ° and 30 °

In figure 15, flight surface pressure and flow visualization results obtained previously on the HARV

(ref. 22) were merged with the flow-field measurements of the LEX vortex obtained by the LSR at ES.

253. On-surface static pressure distributions at ES. 253 were included in the LSR data grid to provide

an additional slice of data. This slice of data was used to fill the gap between the LSR data grid

and the upper surface of the LEX with continuous contours of static pressure coefficients. Separation

lines marked as SI, $2, and S 3 were obtained from surface flow visualization results similar to those

previously shown in figure 8.

The smooth static pressure coefficient contours shown at o_ _ 19° (fig. 15(a)) and o_ _ 30 °

(fig. 15(b)) indicate good correlation between the surface and off-surface static pressures. Data in

reference 22 show that as the vortical flow moved outboard on the LEX, the secondary separation

line, $2, occurred at the end of an adverse pressure gradient with a separated, flat pressure region

outboard. The development of the secondary vortex is noted by the low-pressure region initiating from

the secondary separation line shown in figure 15.

Previously reported results (refs. 5, 7, 8) indicate that for flat delta wings, the lateral location

of the vortex core agreed well with the location of the maximum surface suction pressure peak. In

addition, fair agreement was shown on the F-18 HARV (ref. 22), at locations on the LEX farther aft.

As noted earlier in figure 12, angle of attack had little effect on the lateral position of the vortex core.

Concurrently, as shown in figure 16, the lateral location of the maximum suction peak moves inboard

as angle of attack is increased with limited correlation to the lateral location of the vortex core. This

lack of agreement with previous studies (refs. 5, 7, 8) could be caused by the upper surface curvature

of the LEX. In addition, this lack of agreement may also result from the size and proximity of the

aircraft fuselage and canopy compared to the relatively small span of the LEX. In general, the vortex

core center appeared to be located along the axis of a line normal to the LEX surface at the point where

the maximum suction pressure peak occurred.

Comparison with Computational Solutions, t_ _ 19 ° and 30 °

Computational solutions of the F-18 LEX flow field at c_ _ 19° (ref. 12), and more recently at

30 ° (ref. 14), were obtained from NASA Langley Research Center and NASA Ames Research Center,

respectively, for comparison to flight test data. The computational solution at c_ _ 19 ° used a surface

definition for the F-18 forebody-LEX-only geometry and a flow field represented by approximately

370,000 points. Free-stream conditions used were M = 0.335, _ = 19 °, _ = 0 °, with Reynolds number

based on m.a.c. (Re) = 13.5 x 106. The computational solution at c_ _ 30 ° used a surface definition

for a more complete F-18 aircraft that includes the forebody, LEX, faired-over inlet, wing, and deflected

leading-edge flaps. Free-stream conditions used were M = 0.243, c_ = 30.3 °, fl = 0.0 °, with Re =

11.0 x 106. Both of these computational solutions have been updated and refined to represent even

more complete surface definitions of the F-18 aircraft than the solutions used for comparison in this

paper.

Flow-field measurements of the LEX vortex and comparison to the computational solutions at

c_ _ 19 ° and 30 ° are presented in figures 17 and 18. Each figure includes flight test data and a

8



computationalsolutionof the LEX vortex flow field for static pressurecoefficient contours,dynamic

pressure contours, and a vector plot showing the resultant of the crossflow velocities. Crossflow velocity

vectors are expressed and normalized in terms of Mach number.

In figure 17, the comparison of flight test and computational results is shown for o_ _ 19 °. For

flight test (figs. 17(a) and (b)), the minimum measured value of Cp in the primary vortex core is

approximately -2.7 compared to a computational Cp _ - 1.8. The overall shape of the Cp contours are

similar, but the computational results appear to consistently underpredict the magnitude of Cp values.

Both flight and CFD results (figs. 17(c) and (d)) indicate that the vortex core is characterized by the ring

of high dynamic pressure about the subcore of low dynamic pressure. This ring is much stronger and

better defined by flight data and shows a region of high dynamic pressure just inboard of the primary

vortex core. Computational dynamic pressures show the region of highest dynamic pressure between

the vortex core and LEX surface. Flight test results indicate that dynamic pressure at the vortex core

center approaches zero while computational results predict a drop in dynamic pressure to a level near

free-stream dynamic pressure.

The correlation between flight test and computational crossflow velocity vectors for c_ _ 19" is

shown in figures 17(e) and (f). Both results display vectors that are consistent and clearly show the

direction of rotation of the shear layer and the primary vortex core. Computational results matched

the vortex core center location obtained from flight test. However, the computational results tended to

underpredict the magnitude of the crossflow velocities near the vortex core as indicated by the magnitude

of the arrows in figures 17(e) and (f).

Figure 18 shows the comparison of flight test and computational results for _ _ 30 °. The minimum

measured value of Cp in the primary vortex core shows excellent agreement (figs. 18(a) and (b)), and

is approximately -4.2 for both flight test and computational results. The overall shape of the Cp

contours are similar and even show the presence of the secondary vortex just above and inboard of

the LEX leading edge. In addition, both results indicate that the vortex core is characterized by the

ring of high dynamic pressure about a subcore of low dynamic pressure (figs. 18(c) and (d)). This ring

continues to be better defined by flight data and shows a region of high dynamic pressure just inboard

of the primary vortex core. Computational dynamic pressures (fig. 18(d)) continue to show the region

of highest dynamic pressure between the vortex core and LEX surface. Flight test results continue to

indicate that dynamic pressure in the vortex core center approaches zero while computational results

predict a drop in dynamic pressure to a level near free-stream dynamic pressure.

The correlation between flight test and computational crossflow velocity vectors for o_ _ 30 ° is

shown in figures 18(e) and (f). Both results display vectors that are consistent and clearly show the

direction of rotation of the shear layer, primary vortex core, and secondary vortex core. Computational

results do not match the vortex core center location obtained from flight data. The computational results

indicate a vortex core center location Ay/s = 0.13 inboard from the vortex core center obtained from

flight data. Again, the computational crossflow velocities tended to underpredict the magnitude of the

crossflow velocities near the vortex core as indicated by the magnitude of the arrows in figures 18(e)

and (f).

For overall comparison between flight test and computational results, various criteria were consid-

ered during correlation of these results. These criteria included the primary vortex core center location,

9



themagnitudeof thepressurecoefficientsat this location,andtheindicationandlocationof asecondary
vortexcoreat theappropriateangleof attack.Additionalcriteria includethegeneralagreementbetween
pressurecontoursandcrossflowvelocity vectorsindicatingsimilar flow patternsabouttheprimary vor-
tex core. Thesecriteria were developedwith the understandingthat flight datawould maintainlocal
irregularitiesin the flow field while computationalresultswould tend to have very smoothcontours
resulting from computationalgrid generation.

Using the previously mentionedcriteria, fair correlation betweenflight test and computational
resultswere obtainedfor c_ _ 19 ° and 30 °, considering the complexity of the flow field around the

F-18 aircraft at high angles of attack. Flight test data at both angles of attack indicate that the primary

vortex core consists of a ring of high dynamic pressure about the subcore of low dynamic pressure.

This condition results in a low axial velocity at the core center. Several differences were identified

between the flight data and computational results. Compared to the flight data, computational results

show a minor drop in dynamic pressure resulting in a high axial velocity at the core center. The region

of high dynamic pressure just inboard of the primary vortex core was not identified in the computational

solutions. Both computational solutions tended to underpredict the magnitude of the crossflow velocities

near the vortex core. In addition, the underprediction of pressure coefficient values with the c_ _ 19 °

solution and slightly errant core location with the c_ _ 30 ° solution are other areas that require further

investigation. Some of these discrepancies may be caused by probe error in the vortex subcore and shear

layer where flow angles exceeded 45 °. Additional possible causes include the effects of rake installation

on the LEX vortex and computational grid generation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Flow-field measurements on the leading-edge extension (LEX) of the F-18 High Alpha Research

Vehicle (HARV) have been obtained using a rotating rake with 16 hemispherical-tipped five-hole probes.

Detailed pressure, velocity, and flow direction data were obtained through the LEX vortex core during

1-9 quasi-stabilized flight conditions. The data were acquired at angles of attack (a) from 10 ° to 52 °

and at Reynolds numbers up to 16 × 106 based on mean aerodynamic chord.

Normalized dynamic pressures and crossflow velocities clearly showed the primary vortex above

the LEX and the formation of a secondary vortex at the higher angles of attack. The vortex was

characterized by a ring of high dynamic pressure surrounding a region of low dynamic pressure at the

vortex core center. The vortex core, subcore diameter, and vertical location of the core above the LEX

increased with angle of attack.

Minimum values for static and total pressure were obtained in the vortex subcore with the minimum

value for static pressure decreasing nearly linearly with increasing angle of attack until vortex breakdown.

Static pressures measured by the rake were consistent and showed good agreement with previously

documented surface pressures and flow visualization flight test results.

Comparison of the LEX vortex flight test data to computational solutions at a _ 19 ° and 30 °

showed fair correlation considering the complexity of the flow field around the F-18 aircraft at high

angles of attack. Several differences were identified between the flight data and computational results.
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TABLES

Table 1. Estimated uncertainties in the data for a typical probe.

Flow

angle, deg p, lb/ft 2 _, deg Pt, lb/ft 2 Ps, lb/ft 2

20 +1.9 +1.6 +2.3 +1.9

40 + 1.9 +3.5 +2.6 -t-2.2

Table 2. LEX survey rake flight test summary.

Point a, deg /3, deg Mach Re (106)

1 9.7 + 0.5 -0.1 + 0.5 0.39 16.0

2 15.4 + 0.5 -0.2 + 0.5 0.31 13.0

3 19.4 ± 1.0 -0.2 4- 1.0 0.28 12.0

4 23.0 + 1.0 -0.4 + 1.0 0.29 12.0

5 25.5 -t- 1.0 -0.5 + 1.0 0.28 11.0

6 28.1 4- 1.5 0.0 ± 1.0 0.22 9.6

7 30.0 ± 1.5 -0.3 ± 1.5 0.24 9.4

8 34.2 ± 2.0 1.0 ± 2.0 0.23 8.5

9 35.9 ± 1.5 -0.3 + 3.0 0.27 8.5

10 47.8 ± 1.5 0.3 ± 5.0 0.24 6.9

11 52.1 ± 1.5 2.2 ± 3.5 0.25 6.8
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Figure 1. NASA F-18 HARV.
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Figure 2. LEX survey rake.
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EC89 0235-002

Figure 3. LEX survey rake located on the upper surface of the right LEX with the probe tips located at F.S. 253.
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Figure 5. Grid of measured data points.
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(a) c_ = 20.0 °, fl = 0.0 °.

(b) a = 29.8 °, _ = 0.2 °.

(c) a = 42.5 °,/3 = 0.8 °.

Figure 7. View from wingtip of LEX vortex core and core breakdown (ref. 20).
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(a) Surface flow visualization on the F-18 HARV left LEX, o_,_ 30 °, (ref. 22).
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(b) Schematic of crossflow about LEX.

Figure 8. F-18 LEX tlow field.
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Figure 15. Off-surface LEX vortex static pressure coefficient contours and comparison to surface static pressure
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Figure 17. LEX vortex flow-field measurements and comparison to computational solutions, _ _ 19°.
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(b) Static pressure coeffÉcient contours, computational solution.

Figure 18. LEX vortex flow-field measurements and comparison to computational solutions, oe _ 30 °.
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(c) Dynamic pressure contours, flight data.
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(d) Dynamic pressure contours, computational solution.

Figure 18. Continued.
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(e) Crossflow velocity vectors, flight data.
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